Abstract-This paper presents a technique for determining improved speech presence probabilities (SPPs), by exploiting the temporal correlation present in spectral speech data. Based on a set of traditional SPPs, we estimate the underlying speech presence probability via statistical inference. Traditional SPPs are assumed to be observations of channel-specific two-state Markov models. Corresponding steady-state and transitional statistics are set to capture the well-known temporal correlation of spectral speech data, and observation statistics are modeled based on the effect of additive acoustic noise on resulting SPPs. Once underlying models have been parameterized, improved speech presence probabilities can be estimated via traditional inference techniques, such as the forward or forward-backward algorithms. The two-state configuration of underlying signal models enables low complexity HMM-based processing, only slightly increasing complexity relative to standard SPPs, and thereby making the proposed framework attractive for resource-constrained scenarios. Index Terms-Automatic speech recognition (ASR), hidden Markov models (HMMs), noise suppression, speech presence probability (SPPs), soft-decision speech enhancement.
Improved Speech Presence Probabilities Using
HMM-Based Inference, With Applications to Speech Enhancement and ASR
I. INTRODUCTION

S
PEECH communication in adverse acoustic environments is an inherently difficult problem due in part to the corruptive effect of background noise. Whether for human-to-human interaction, or for human-to-machine platforms, single-channel noise suppression of speech signals offers a computationally efficient option for improving the effectiveness of communication in such environments. The issue of complexity is especially important when designing mobile devices, which tend to be resource-constrained. This paper addresses the problem of single-channel noise suppression and proposes a low-complexity algorithm which is shown to be effective for speech enhancement and ASR. Spectral masks serve as pivotal tools in noise robust speech processing systems, since they provide valuable information regarding speech presence uncertainty throughout spectro-temporal locations. Speech presence probability (SPP) values have been widely used to derive minimum mean-square (MMSE) soft-decision spectral speech enhancement algorithms [1] - [3] , which can be utilized to improve perceptual quality or noise robust automatic speech recognition (ASR) rates. Additionally, statistical model-based voice activity detection (VAD) algorithms typically utilize a theory related to SPPs when determining active speech regions [6] , [17] , [18] .
The calculation of traditional speech presence probabilities builds upon statistical modeling of speech and noise spectral components [19] . The framework for determining SPPs is robust to the exact models used for speech and noise, and various studies have explored the use of Gaussian distributions [1] - [3] , Laplacian distributions [16] , [20] , and others. A drawback of traditional SPP masks is that they base probabilities strictly on time-specific observations, and fail to exploit the well-known temporal correlation of time-frequency speech data.
Improvements to traditional SPPs for the task of speech enhancement have been presented in [12] and [22] . In [12] , the authors explicitly determine separate speech presence probabilities on local, global, and frame levels, and combine them in a soft-decision manner. Similarly, in [22] , the authors integrate local and global information, after smoothing observed spectra along the temporal and frequency axes.
In this paper, we propose a framework for determining improved SPPs using statistical inference. We provide motivation for the assumption of standard SPPs as observations of channelspecific two-state Markov models, wherein the states represent active and inactive spectral speech regions, respectively. Corresponding steady-state transitional statistics are set to capture the well-known temporal correlation of spectral speech data, and observation statistics can be modeled based on the effect of additive acoustic noise on resulting SPP values. Once underlying models have been parameterized, improved speech presence probabilities can be estimated via traditional HMM-based decoding techniques, such as the forward and forward-backward algorithms [4] . The proposed method is shown to significantly decrease the mean pointwise KL distance between masks obtained from noisy speech, and those obtained from corresponding "oracle" signals, relative to methods in [2] and [12] .
A well-known downside to HMM-based inference is the induced computational load. This is especially problematic for speech processing applications which may be resource-constrained and/or delay-sensitive. However, the proposed method for determining improved SPPs induces a small computational load relative to standard SPPs, due to the underlying model. That is, since the underlying channel-specific signal models are comprised of only two states, HMM-based decoding is quite efficient.
Traditional statistical noise suppression rules for speech operate under the assumption of speech presence throughout spectro-temporal locations. However, this assumption is not valid both for time periods of inactive speech, and for frequency channels corresponding to harmonic valleys or vocal tract zeros. Instead, utilizing speech presence probability during noise suppression takes into account speech presence uncertainty, and leads to MMSE soft-decision speech enhancement [1] - [3] , [12] , [14] , [20] . The proposed decoding technique is applied to soft-decision speech enhancement to illustrate its effectiveness. HMM-based decoding is shown to improve soft-decision speech enhancement relative to the state-of-the-art method in [12] , in terms of segmental SNR (SSNR). Closer analysis reveals reduced noise leakage while maintaining low speech distortion. Additionally, proposed masks provide increased performance for automatic speech recognition (ASR). Complexity analysis reveals that proposed framework in this paper to be less complex than those in [12] . This paper is organized as follows. The standard framework for determining speech presence probabilities, which utilizes channel-specific generalized likelihood ratios (GLRs), is reviewed in Section II. Improved SPPs using HMM-based inference are presented in Section III. Section IV provides experimental results for SPP mask accuracy as well as soft-decision speech enhancement and ASR. Conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. SPEECH PRESENCE PROBABILITIES
In this section, we review the standard framework for determining speech presence probabilities, which utilizes channelspecific generalized likelihood ratios (GLRs). Throughout this study, we assume an additive noisy speech model. Using a stochastic approach, this can be expressed in the spectral domain as (1) where is the observed spectral data, is the corruptive noise, is the underlying clean speech, denotes frequency channel index, and denotes time index. During SPP mask estimation, we have access to the observed spectral data as well as an estimate of the local noise variance,
. We define the a priori and a posteriori SNRs, and respectively, as in [1] (2) (3) Furthermore, the decision-directed (DD) approach is used to approximate [2] . In deriving SPP masks, we assume that spectral masks are observations of channel-specific two-state information sources. That is, for a given time index, the spectral coefficient corresponding to frequency channel is either produced during an inactive speech region, denoted by , or by an active speech region, denoted by for (4) where is the number of channels used during spectral analysis. Note that in the current model, information sources are channel-specific, and thus separate channels can simultaneously occupy different states, i.e., and for . The occurrence of individual inactive speech channels during temporal regions of active speech is due to such effects of speech production as harmonic valleys, and zeros of the vocal tract transfer function.
In determining speech presence probabilities, we are interested in calculating the posterior probability of active speech given a current observed speech spectral coefficient (5) Using a Bayesian approach, this value can be expressed as (6) where (7) The term is often referred to as the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR). The conditional probabilities can be derived from statistical distributions of speech and noise spectral coefficients. In [1] , the authors derive GLRs for the case of complex Gaussian noise spectral coefficients, and deterministic speech signals. In [2] , the authors utilize complex Gaussian models for both speech and noise components, while in [20] results for the Laplacian case are presented.
The decoding method in this paper is robust with any statistical model. However, in this paper we provide results for the method proposed in [2] , arising from Gaussian models, due to its computational efficiency.
If independent complex Gaussian distributions are assumed for both noise and speech components, the GLR can be expressed as [2] (8) Substitution of (8) into (6)- (7) reveals the probability of active speech for each time-frequency location.
III. IMPROVED SPEECH PRESENCE PROBABILITIES
Traditional SPPs (as described in Section II) are based solely on the current frame, and do not exploit the well-known temporal correlation present in spectral speech data. In this section, we present a novel algorithm for determining improved SPPs. The algorithm can operate in two modes: utilizing past and present observations, or utilizing past, present, and future observations, to fully take advantage of inter-frame correlation.
A. Interpreting SPPs as Observations of Channel-Specific Two-State Models
SPP masks derived from speech in favorable acoustic environments reveal reliable speech components which tend to occur in salient segments, which is due in part to the well-known temporal correlation of time-frequency speech data. Additionally, in favorable acoustic environments, SPPs tend towards binary masks, i.e., SPPs assume either or 1. This can be shown by examining (6) and (7) for extreme values of the a priori SNR. When the speech component is zero, and the additive noise is very small, . Furthermore,
Conversely, when the magnitude of the spectral speech component is much larger than that of the additive noise, then . In this case (10) Thus, in the presence of very low background noise, SPP masks can be assumed binary. Furthermore, it is this binary mask that we interpret to contain "true" speech presence probabilities. However, the low noise case represents oracle information, and is not accessible in realistic speech processing systems; instead speech signals tend to be corrupted by higher levels of background noise. Therefore, in determining improved SPPs, we wish to estimate the underlying state, i.e., or 1, of each spectro-temporal location given "noisy" standard SPP observations. Note that in order to simplify notation, we will refer to posterior probabilities obtained from traditional SPP methods as (11) By interpreting standard SPP masks as observations of channel-specific two-state models, true binary masks can be estimated via traditional inference techniques. One such family of methods involves HMM-based decoding of noisy information [4] .
B. HMM-Based Mask Decoding
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are characterized by steady-state, transitional, and observation statistics. In order to apply HMM-based inference techniques, these statistical parameters must be determined for each hidden two-state model,
. Transitional statistics are set to capture the temporal correlation present in spectral speech data. In this study, will denote the probability of transition between and , for . The steady-state probability of state can be obtained from transitional statistics as (12) Characterizing observation statistics for speech activity models involves studying the effect of acoustic noise on corresponding speech presence probabilities. The distribution of observed reliability measures conditioned on underlying speech activity states is defined as for (13) The relationship between additive acoustic noise in the spectral domain and the resulting inaccuracy of SPPs is difficult to express in closed form. Instead, we must rely on statistical tools to model the distribution of noisy SPPs about their underlying binary values, as a function of estimated additive acoustic noise. It follows intuitively that the distribution of SPPs should reveal a global peak at the true binary value, and should display a monotonically decreasing probability density function (pdf) directly related to the distance from the underlying value. Considering these constraints, and due to their mathematical efficiency, we propose to model state-conditional observation distributions as raised cosine distributions for (14) As can be observed from the expressions in (14) , the parameter controls the effect of the sinusoidal component on the overall observation statistics. It follows intuitively that should be set to capture the estimated accuracy of observed channel-specific SPPs. That is, for clean spectro-temporal components, SPPs are determined with a high degree of accuracy, and thus observed close to their corresponding underlying binary states, i.e., or 1. In this case, should be set close to 1. Conversely, for noisy spectro-temporal components, a higher degree of confusability is introduced into the estimation of SPPs, and observed SPPs may vary from their underlying binary states. In this case, should be set close to 0. Considering the relationship between additive noise and the statistical parameter , we propose the parameter to be a function of the a priori SNR, , of the given spectro-temporal component. Specifically, we propose to be determined in time as (15) Fig. 1 . Example probability distribution functions b ( (n)) and b ( (n)) for various values of (n). For this example, P (H ) = 0:2, and = 1:0.
Here, is an empirically tuned parameter. Fig. 1 provides example probability distribution functions and for various values of . For this example, . As can be interpreted, when the a priori SNR is high (e.g., dB), the corresponding distribution decays rapidly. However, when the a priori SNR is low (e.g., dB), the corresponding distribution decreases slowly, similar to a uniform pdf.
In this paper, we propose improved speech presence probabilities, , based on the set of traditional SPPs, , by exploiting the temporal correlation present in spectral speech data. Once underlying channel-specific models are parameterized, HMM-based decoding can be utilized to determine the MMSE estimate of the true binary SPP mask. The decoded SPP corresponding to the observed probability is determined via the forward algorithm as [4] (16) where is the forward variable for channel , corresponding to state , at time index . Forward variables convey the probability of the current observation occupying state , given past observations (17) The forward variables and can be determined recursively as if else.
Thus, (16) provides improved speech presence probabilities, given current and past standard SPPs.
C. Incorporating Future Observations
For applications in which slight delays are acceptable, improved SPPs can be determined by incorporating future observations via the forward-backward algorithm [4] . In this case, similar to (16), the decoded speech presence probability is (19) where is the total number of look-ahead frames utilized. Here, , the backward variable, differs from traditional notation in that it is a function of two parameters. This is due to the generally time-sensitive nature of tasks such as speech enhancement, which forces the recursive calculation of backward variables to be re-initialized for each time index . The backward variable conveys the probability of channel occupying state at time index , during recursive calculations ultimately required for time index (20) The backward variable and can be determined recursively as if else.
In this way, future observations can be exploited to improve the estimation of standard SPPs.
D. Complexity Analysis
A well-known downside to HMM-based processing is the induced computational load. This is especially problematic for speech applications, which can be delay-sensitive and/or resource constrained. However, due to the small size of the underlying model used during estimation of improved SPPs, the induced complexity is relatively small. Table I provides operations required by the proposed algorithms for determining SPPs. The traditional method from [2] , and the improved method from [12] are included for reference. It can be observed from Table I that the additional number of operations required, as compared to [2] , is relatively low, making it an attractive option for resource-constrained applications. Furthermore, methods proposed in this paper induce a significantly smaller computational load than that of [12] . In Table I , number of operations is given per frame and per frequency channel. Note that the induced load of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is not included, but is known to be of order .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. The Database for Speech With Additive Noise
As previously discussed, robust algorithms in this study are designed for the additive noise case. During the experimental procedure, 20 randomly selected sentences from the TIMIT database were used. Along with stationary white noise, two nonstationary noise types were studied, namely restaurant and babble. Speech and noise signals were mixed according to the FANT algorithm [9] at SNRs between 20 and 0 dB. shows the SPP mask determined according to [12] from a corresponding signal corrupted by airport noise at 15-dB SNR. Panels and provide proposed SPP masks according to (16) and (19) , respectively. As can be observed in panel , the algorithm proposed in [12] results in a high false alarm rate. The proposed mask in panel significantly reduces the false alarm rate, and manages to detect individual harmonics. Incorporating future observations in results in a smoothed mask, wherein detected speech regions are presented in more salient segments.
B. Accuracy of Improved SPPs
To grade the accuracy of SPPs, 1 we utilize pointwise Kullback-Leibler (KL) distances [5] between masks obtained from noisy speech and those obtained from corresponding "oracle" clean speech. The KL distance is suitable since it is commonly used to compare statistical distributions, and time-and frequency-specific SPPs are observations of individual pdfs. The mean pointwise KL distance between masks is given by (22) where refers to the oracle mask, and denotes the length of the given sound file in frames. Note that oracle masks are determined by adding artificial white noise to clean speech at dB, and following steps outlined in Section II. Table III provides mean pointwise KL distances for SPP masks obtained for nonstationary colored noise, from corresponding oracle masks. As reference, results for SPPs from [12] are included. Note that similar to the proposed method in this paper, the work in [12] exploits past observations. However, while [12] combines current and past observations in a somewhat heuristic manner, the proposed method utilizes a statistical framework to find the MMSE estimate given the HMM framework. As can be concluded from Table III , the proposed speech presence probabilities provide a significant increase in mask accuracy in terms of the pointwise KL distance. It should be noted that for certain cases, the KL distance increases with the inclusion of look-ahead frames. Using look-ahead frames tends to result in high SPPs occurring in salient segments due to a higher degree of HMM-based smoothing. It, in turn, provides lower missed detection rates, while increasing false alarms.
C. Soft-Decision Speech Enhancement
We apply the proposed method for determining improved SPPs to MMSE soft-decision noise speech enhancement to further grade its performance. Traditional statistical noise suppression rules for speech operate under the assumption of speech presence throughout spectro-temporal locations. However, this assumption is untrue both for time periods of inactive speech, and for frequency channels corresponding to harmonic valleys or vocal tract zeros during active speech. [12] from a corresponding signal corrupted by airport noise at 15-dB SNR. Panels (c) and (d) provide proposed SPP masks according to (16) and (19) Instead, utilizing speech presence probability during noise suppression takes into account speech presence uncertainty, and leads to soft-decision speech enhancement. Speech presence probabilities can be integrated into noise suppression techniques by deriving a MMSE estimate of speech spectral coefficients [19] (23) It follows intuitively that the expected value of speech coefficients, conditioned on an inactive speech state, is zero (24) AS in [1] - [3] , the MMSE noise suppression rule is derived by integrating a gain factor (23) (25) where is generalized as
In this paper, we utilize the optimally modified log-spectral amplitude (OM-LSA) estimator proposed in [14] as an illustrative example. Additionally, noise estimation was performed according to [12] . Code for the previously discussed algorithms was obtained from [23] . It should be noted that the numerous parameters defined by [12] were kept as in [23] .
The performance of proposed SPP masks during speech enhancement was tested by analyzing their ability to minimize acoustic noise leakage (NL) while maintaining low speech distortion. Similar to the experimental procedure in [22] , we define noise leakage as the percentage of energy corresponding to time-frequency bins deemed as inactive speech by the oracle mask, which passes unsuppressed by SPP masks (27) Conversely, we define speech distortion (SD) as the percentage of energy corresponding to active speech bins, which is distorted by SPP masks (28) There exists a natural tradeoff between NL and SD, i.e., as a greater percentage of acoustic noise is suppressed, more distortion to the underlying speech signal is generally expected. Table IV provides results for speech distortion and noise leakage for proposed SPP masks during soft-decision speech enhancement. The state-of-the-art method from [12] is included as reference. Proposed SPPs (16) are shown to provide low SD, while significantly decreasing the NL for most conditions. Integrating future observations in proposed SPPs [(19) , ] generally results in a decrease in both SD and NL. For nonstationary noise, particularly at low SNRs, the speech distortion observed for the proposed mask estimation technique is substantially greater than that observed for [12] . This is most probably due to the dependency of the proposed algorithm on the a priori SNR, which is difficult to estimate in nonstationary conditions. The performance of proposed SPP masks was also assessed by traditional speech distortion metrics. Table V provides improvements in segmental SNR SSNR for enhanced signals using proposed SPPs. It can be concluded that the proposed method generally provides increased improvement over those presented in [12] , although these changes may not be generally perceptually significant.
D. Noise Robust Automatic Speech Recognition
Soft-decision speech enhancement was applied as a front-end noise robust technique for automatic speech recognition to assess the quality of resulting signals. Front end feature extraction included 13 MFCCs and log-energy, along with first and second derivatives. The HMM-based recognizer utilized 16-state, 3-mixture word models. Test Sets A and B of the Aurora-2 database, comprised of connected digit utterances, were used during experimentation.
Enhanced speech spectral coefficients were determined by MMSE estimation (29) That is, the gain function , from (25), was excluded to avoid over-suppression of discriminative speech information important for recognition. Table VI provides word-accuracy results for ASR using front-end soft-decision speech enhancement with SPP masks. As reference, results for the OM-LSA speech enhancement system of [12] are included, as well as results for the baseline system which includes no front-end noise suppression. As can be observed in Table VI , soft-decision enhancement using proposed SPP masks provides improved ASR performance relative to the system in [12] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a framework for determining improved SPPs using HMM-based inference. We model spectro-temporal data as observations from channel-specific two-state models, and apply HMM-based decoding to estimate true posterior probabilities.
We illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework by applying it to soft-decision speech enhancement. The use of proposed SPPs is shown to provide significant improvements in mask accuracy over the state-of-the-art SPP method in [12] in terms of the mean pointwise KL distance. When applied to the task of soft-decision speech enhancement, the proposed method is shown to improve performance in terms of segmental SNR. Closer analysis of enhanced speech signals reveals a significant decrease in noise leakage, while speech distortion is observed to increase. For high SNRs, particularly in stationary noise conditions, the increase in SD can be concluded to be minimal. At lower SNRs, however, the SD is seen to increase by fairly substantial amounts. When applied as a front-end noise robust method for ASR, soft-decision enhancement using proposed SPP masks provides improved recognition performance relative to [12] , for favorable acoustic conditions. Furthermore, the two-state configuration of underlying HMMs results in a relatively small increase in complexity, making the proposed method attractive for resource-constrained scenarios.
SPP masks serve as pivotal tools in noise robust speech processing systems. Improved SPPs proposed in this paper can be utilized in applications such as voice activity detection (VAD) and pitch estimation/tracking. Such topics will be the focus of future work.
